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following short treatise was Composed a-

bout seven years ago in the Persian language, by

the late MQLXJVEE ROSHUN P"LEE, of Juonpoor,

for the use of the students iu the College of Fort

William.

IT professes not to be an original production,

but merely a brief and useful compendium, ex-

tracted from the .various voluminous wor^ks,

>Vhich have been written both in the Persian and

Arabic languages concerning those changes which

the letters in the latter are subjected to undergo.

VieWed in that light it appears to answer all the

purposes which were intended by the author, and

as a useful companion during the incipient progress

of his oriental pursuits, is unquestionably well

deserving of the student's most attentive and fre-

quent perusal.

THE investigation of the permutations has long

formed a favorite object of study amongst the

learned of the East ; who have, c0ncernu>g this
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subject, written many and valuable boob.

These, however, being adapted only for the!

perusal of the veteran in eastern literature; are not

only almost unattainable by the student, but their r

contents perfectly useless to hint during the first

steps of bis progress

THE following translation was undertaken and

accomplished solely for my own instruction,

and the desire of contributing in some degreei

towards removing the obstacle's which present

themselves to the student at his out-set, must

servo as an apology for laying it before the pub-

lic. To render the work more complete, an Ap-

pendix, containing examples of such verbs and

iks as tend to illustrate the different rules

laid down in the body of the work, together with

a fe notes printed beneath the text of the

treatise, have been added.

Br thoso who wish for fuller information on this

snbjrct, the following works \vritteninthc Persian

langun^o, which art1 in daily use among the Music*

Tnans in llindoostan may be consisted:

written by SAEED SIIUREEF.

SUFFEE the son. of N.u-

SI/

i Reckoned a translation of the fa-

mous Arabic work the Shafwa> written by
HIJIB.



A

TREATISE
ON THE

PERMUTATIONS OF LETTERS

IN THE

ARABIC LANGUAGE.

In the name of Gon, most merciful and gracious.

praise be to GOD, the Preserver of the

universe j and blessing upon his prophet MUHAM-

MED, and upon his descendants.

^^< / -*
""""'

IT is the primary abject of this little treatise,'

to prove to the reader, that although many forms

of the inflections of verbs and nouns, in the Arabic

language, occur on certain measures ; which it is

evident the learner must esteem very different from

those measures on which the analogous inflections

occur: yet in replity, no variation exists; the

cause of the apparent difference is owing to t

A
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the CdcC-J^a* infirm letters,~ yiz. lj, and

the occurrence of two similar letters together,

xvhich, in the Arabic language, is very difficult

of pronunciation. Generally, wherever these letters
'

take place, many changes are used, and the mea-

sures of these permutations present a different ap-

pearance from the regular measures of formation*

THE Arabian grammarians, after unwearied

endeavours, have at length established certain rules,

for the regulation of the changes occurring to the

above mentioned letters, in the pronunciation of

the Arabs. The knowledge of these rules becomes

therefore absolutely necessary ; because they tend

to resolve all the difficulties, which present them-

selves, to^the mind of the student, concerning the

difference of the measures. As certain technical

expressions of Arabic grammar may not be fully

understood, 1 have first introduced some expla-

natory observations on that subject.

ARABIC words are divided into four classes ; the

first is termed *^v*> sound ; this term is appli-

cable to all those words in which there neither oc-
*

curs an / a cJLcc-J or two similar letters.
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THE second is denominated 3^* (literally)

Jiumzated: this class includes all those words which

possess a radical humzah
(

/
)

. If this occur as the

primal radical, the word is termed ^j^'as j~l*
& .

'

he commanded, or Jo I a camel: if it occur as

the second of the radical letters, the word is then

A^ *-. -S^ ^*-
termed ^^j^ry* as -3(* ^e asked, or u-.'lj

X"

t&e /?e#c?. And if it exist in the word as the

last of the radicals, it then receives the denomina-
~ Of* ~ &.9

tionof ^*as * ^ rearZ, and a

THE occurrence of two radical humzahs, al-

though it may occasionally take place^ as in the word
4 '*
4
1^1 the name of a mountain in Arabia,^ is ex-

tremely uncommon, ; in consequence of this rarity

pf occurrence, this species of words has been pla-

ced in no particular class, and has received no pecu-

liar denomination. The existence of three

*
Th,e

'

Arabs, from constantly using the three letters Jo to

express the variovis me^sures^ that occur in the language, name

the radicals, as they exist in tfte word Jxj
?
in order to express

the first, second and third radicals- terming the first U th

second ^ and the third - 5?

t "The name of a mountain in Arabia and of a town in

RICH, Diet.
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zdhs, as the radical letters of a word, never is

observed.

^Af
THE third class is named JX*** literally, itifirjn.

This class comprehends all those words in which
3

^ ^9 9

any of the vSAc c_J
3^ occurs as a radical ; if only

" *

one of these letters exist, the word is called ^i*
* o ,.*?

simple, or ^9j*hsC JJn^ infirm of one letter.^ It is
*** *

evident, that the words of this class must be of

three kinds ; the infirm letter occurring either as

the primal, medial or final radical. The same

terms are used to discriminate these subdivisions as

. *s>9
in the second class. The U jix* is likewise termed

**

$&A similar, from the reason, that this description
^

of words admits of very few changes, and is there-
^ + * +

fore similar to the /****? before notecL ACJ lie

'

promised, and o^/a rose tree, are examples of this

s 9*'Q 9

species. The
tfA.* JUUM ,

like the former, has rer

ceived another appellation, viz. C 3^J hollow, so

denominated, because the infirm letter, while in this

situation, is often rejected from the word. . . he

4*
was blind of an eye, and J^s arc elephant, illustrate

An Jx\ 5*.*J derired from the ro,ot t^Jlc infirmity.

i. e. On account of one letter,
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< * '

-this description.

"

The itfjwfc'/o has also, similar

to the preceding, another name, y^5 U imperfect,

This term is bestowed, in consequence of the infirm

letter at the end of the. word often disappearing and

thus rendering it apparently broken or incomplete :

* * fy *

-examples ^ ;? he died, r ^ .*& a fawn,
T*&*A ^^*

IP two radical infirm letters exist in one word, it

receives the name of uiJL! convolute, or 5J^2s> a J^x*

infirm of two fetters. In this species of words,

if a letter occur between the infirm letters^

the word has the name of c3"jyu ^AJU lite-

Tally, convolute disjunct, bestowed on it- exam-
* ** <

pies ^J^
' he was friendly* and ^^^j revela-

*&?i. If, on the contrary, the two letters be

not separated,, the word is termed
^'J7Lt ^i! lite^

rally, convolute conjunct. This description oc-

urs of tvyo kinds, viz. the first $nd second radicals
#0 s

being both infirm, as ^ the day ; or the second

and third, as^ ht lived, and'^ folding up. The

first of these is rarely met with, and no verb of that

kind exists in the language. On this account, gram-

marians have made no distinction between the two.

The occurrence of three infirm radicals except in the
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Words ) Jj
* and & Lf the nameg oftwo letters, never

tanes place. Grammarians therefore pay no parti*

cular attention to this species, and have bestowed

on it no peculiar appellation.

THE fourth is named ujUUixi doubled This is a spe-

cies of words, in which two similar radicals occur :

these may take place either together or separate.

If two similar letters be present in.a
^ttS',

or root

consisting of three letters ; their existence may occujr

in three different 'ways, the first and second radicals
#- -

being similar, as ^s playing at a game ; or th$
&'"

primal and final, as w*X3 disquietude, or the mediaj
6"

and final as ^** a ligature, fne occurrence

of the two first kinds is not frequent, but the thi.r.4

is very commonly observed,

z*
THREE similar letters forming a word, as U*> J

is so extremely rare, that no attention has been

* There is alsp another ^yord ^ !j -which possesses no mean*

Jng farther than being an exclamation of pain. See hereafter.

i From these two names an imperfect rerb is some times

9 , , 9 *,, 9 ,'

formed as t^Jjj I wrote % j ,*^*J I wrote a
: measure Cdw

J Tliis word is stated, in the Qamoos and the Nihayut,

to signify the inarticulate jargon of a child, before he can

speak distinctly, especially when vexed; also the mcconium

of a new-born child.
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paid; f
.(a it by grammarians; and hence the term

a* is entirely restricted to those words which
'9

possess two similar radicals. If the root be ^^
or quadriliteral, it is necessary that the first and

third., and the second and fourth be similar letters,
> ."V '

as
Jjjj

he trembled.

THE different classes of words are therefore four;

When divided into their different species, there are

then in all eleven :

Medially in->" ^^ * (Sound or

firni.. >
y

I perfect.

Finally inf. - . u w ^ .J*r\ ^Humzated.

Disjunctly ) '.*'... 9 *
"
_

involute.5 0^^ ^>>^ Medially H,

Conjunctlv
involute.

Triliteral > /, '
f

x
*'*?

doubled \ s^* 4^.^ UjXx^ Princ. infirm'

*9 "9
Quadriliteral doubled.
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-rWith regard to all -.these/ it i* worthy of remark,

that the occurrence of more than one ''may take

place in the same word^as in the word ^^\

returning, which is not only a ^^>y^ but is

Also ah eJ^'f; and ^!J delaying, which is

and o*S U; and v' meadow,

uL; \
opinion

and t-juL; \^"U despair, <J ^ and

I and 3^* ; treading or going,

and *^^ >T^-a *j friendship, which is
'

and
.

IN no instance does change take" place, with re-

gard to the class termed ****>
;
the permutations

occur only in the three remaining classes T]bese

form the subject of the following 'sections.

. Birr, before commencing them, it ip proper to

premise a few observations worthy of attention ;

tending to illustrate the rules that are to be laid

down hereafter.
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PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.

THE vowel %>ulur (') pronounced with a

lengthened tone, produces the letter f
;

is pro-

duced from %er
( ^) when similarly pronounced;

and .5 is the product of Pesh
( )

under the same

circumstances.* For this reason^ grammarians have

* a The first therefore, qr th$t known in Persian by the terra

%>ubur, as being placed over a consonant (") to which it gives

the sound of our Vowel #, or more accurately perhaps of u

in the English word #, is denominated in Arabic g& Fu-

thu^ or opening, because in order to discharge this sound, the

mouth must be generally opened. The second, or in Persian

being placed under the letter ( x ) is here denominated

Cusr^ or breaking, because, in pronouncing this sound,

which resembles that of an English e, or ee, the under lip or

jaw is, as it were, broken off, and falls down, from the up-

per part of the mouth. And the third, as in Persian Pesh*

because written in front of the letter (9) or between that

which it actuates and the following, giving the sound as nearly

as possible, pf qur English pa, in 0o/t, is here denominated

^a Zum, or conjoining, because, in order to its due discharge,

the lips must be contracted and conjoined. These three

Characters in the Arabic language, which occupy the place of

Vowels in the languages of Europe, are generally distinguished

B
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termed the letters I
, ^ ,

<s homogeneous with the

vowel points Zubur, , cr and Pesft, each to each ;

and these three letters are, on every occasion,
~

. *99
termed the v^JLcC 'j^ They may occur either

* *-

quiescent or moveable ; and their vowel points may

either exist homogeneous or not. The reason of

~ ^9 9 w

denominating them Cdc < ?_j^ may be this ; v

signifies sickness or infirmity. And the Arabs,

when affiected by any painful disease, are in the

habit of exclaiming tffj; which is composed of the

above mentioned three letters. Or, the Arabs sup-

pose, that actually, in the letters themselves, a species
*

of infirmity exists; which is the cause of their so

often changing their appearance ; analogous to the

constitution of infirm person^ which is hourly.ex-

hibiting, or undergoing, some manifest alteration.

The mutability of the letters being supposed equi-
o

valenttothis. The term aJ < '^ letter of softness,

has also been applied to each of these three letters,

in inflexion,- by -the title of C/
tf^-a* IJiiruk&t, or powers

and q-.mlitics of motion, because, without them, no distinct

paotiou or sound of th. vol^c cuu poasibly be heard."

ISaiitw's Tulles.
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whenever it occurs quiescent, whether the vowel

point preceding be homogeneous or not. The ease

with which these letters are at all times pronounced,

, being manifestly increased during the period of

quiescence, has obtained for them the above sig-

nificant appellation.

op ?
THESE letters are also named *<x or

*

whenever they occur quiescent,, and the letter pre-

ceding possesses the homogeneous vowel point,

This word signifies lengthening; the sound of

I as has already been mentioned, being merely that

of a lengthened &ubur, g that of er, and 3 that

of Pe&h, this circumstance sufficiently accounts far

the application of the term.

IN books3 the apppellation of c-*J J is in some in-

stances bestowed on /; as in the case of the

for the J^/*J.YA ; and also in the instance of the
o

_,

* which is termed a-JcLJill . In the

* This is an '^occurring after an
j

as in the word quoted in

the text, it is not of unfrequent occurrence examples [1j***a 9

} ly* &c. When ' occurs after J
,
the Arabs lengthen the

k sound so long as they cause. Ihe four fingers (commencing with
the little one) to fall into the palm of the
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first case / is always written with the character I:

in the middle and at the end of a word, ; is written

. -

with the appearance of the ^Xce.3^ which is
* +

homogeneous with its own vowel point or homoge-

neous with the vowel point of the preceding letter.

FROM all these circumstances, learners must

necessarily perceive a very great resemblance to ex-

ist between Utt\ and ^A . It therefore behoves

tne to explain the difference between them, which

is simply this : Whenever the character J is

written quiescent, and is capable of being pronoun-

ced without harshness, it forms the true t-*Jl ; as

is the case in U, *, ^j l
**, t

1***- But ^ tne 8ame
**

character occur moveable, as is the case in ;* I ;

..or if it be quiescent, and incapable of being jpro-

jaounced without harshness existing in the sound,
# /,

as ^\j it is then the real/. u*JJ radical never

occurs in a verb, or a declinable noun. This

is diametrically the reverse with regard to /,

which is observed, in both cases, as one of the

radical letters. This difference, existing between

the two letters, it is of the utmost use to the student

to be thoroughly acquainted with.
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o e '

. THE word utJusaS is one of the technical terms in

o , o **

or science of inflection; and occurs ia

all the various permutations which are made on ac-

count of/, the cJt*(~Jjvi* and the existence together

oftwo similar letter* in a word. The Arabians, ha-

ving invented these permutations, for the purpose x>f

altering the harshness ofexpression, which occasion-

ally takesplace, with regard to 'j
the >XcL_3j^s* and

ihe occurrence of two similar letters together ;

iheir grammarians have applied to them this term
P O '

of LjUi*a the meaning of which is the removal of
*

weight from an oppressed body. This is sard to

iake place in various ways.

I.

W\X* \ Tendering quiescent This is the rejection
*

of the vowel point from the letter, with or without

ihe change of that letter to another.

II.

*

j rendering moveaWe this is the circum-

stance of one of two quiescent letters becoming

moveable.
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III.
O x

c_J3o> rejecting This is to reject the, letter

entirely,

IV.

5aL3 increase The addition of a letter.

V.
' *

Jl^l change This is the substitution of one
f

letter for another, or one vowel point in place of

another.

VI.
o o ^

Ju^^J rendering east/ Which is also denomi-
"

^ ^

nated ^ ^. This is the pronouncing a sound* be-

tween the sound of
*

itself and tne letter w'hich is

homogeneous with the vowel point of the '; or be-

tween the pronunciation of the tj^b and that of

the letter which is homogeneous with the vowel

point of the preceding letter. The first of these is

* The word gj*^ does not signify sound in a literal sense ;

it is an ( 9^\o +.**} or noun of place, formed from p9}^
going out

;
and signifies the place of utterance, or the part of

the throat in which the sound of
r

is formed. Tire translation

therefore literally is
"

pronouncing the
f

in that part of the

>s of speech between the place of utterance of the
r
andtfcat

of the letter which is homogeneous with the rowel point of the

/ c
/ . &c.
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O > Ox O,,

termed the &nd the second the

VIL
e^

j^Jli
This is the transposition of two letters.

._ VIIL
00^. O

JA^ JiUJ These are the permutations of the

w 9 9

in every mode in which they can occur,

IX.
^ 9

f
Leaf Which signifies jthe fixing the bridle in

- o ^
the horse's mouth.,* likewise termed &>&J&*

strengtheniugj is pronouncing, at the same instant

of time; two similar letters.

THE reason of the application of these different

f

appellations^ may be very easily comprehended, by

a little reflection upon what has been before noted.

BEFORE commencing the three sections,, it is first

necessary to premise, that the whole rules, laid down
o ^ o

in this treatise, for the t^JiSspJ the J^UJ and the

* The metaphor is not very apparent ;
the two letters are

supposed to be restrained, or bound together^ as the tongue

.and lips of the animal are by the bridle.
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o

f U a I are according to the most received opinions 5
f

and, to prevent the student's mind from being per*

plexed, the conditions or exceptions, to which

these rules are liable, have been omitted.

SECT. I.

RULES FOR THE

f

THIS occurs of four kinds, the Ju?<
*J. the

O .0
the L-3 jo* and the J I AM I. As the trouble of study-

*

ing the rules necessary for the explanation of the

^ 00,.

golj^ and the J*?**J interrupts the learner in his
+ *

progress to acquire more useful knowledge, I have

omitted them here, and refer him for information on

these subjects, to the larger works, which have been
*

published concerning the e_$^ JU or science 'of

inflection. I now proceed to certain rules of the
* *

uui^J, which illustrate the Jjjoi and

RULE I.

A SINGLE
',

if it occur quiescent and the letter
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.
% preceding it be moveabte bj any of the vowel points.,

the
f *

ntay be changed into that letter which is

homogeneous with the vowel point of the preced-
i x 6-9 $1

ing; as ^f^ the head, u~jf # calamity, +** a

*'

well; which were originally <j~J^,
X

II.

A SINGLE moveable ', if the letter preceding

be a quiescent ^ or ^ not radical, may be

changed to the letter similar to .that which pre-

cedes it: the two will then unite, by means of the
,.0 ^~ ; -- #" ' fy * -9

as *jji* read, ^laai a crime; and

fir, o

hatchets, formerly S-

III.

A SINGLE moveable
f

9
if the letter preceding be

quiescent, but not one of the two mentioned in the

foregoing rule,f may have its vowel point re-

* " The word may wherever it occurs, denotes that a rule is

optional, and not necessary, being opposed to must, which

I have used to distinguish those rules which are of necessary

observance." Note to Lumsderi's grammar.

The word in the original is
j.> L^ which is -constantly used

in opposition to <***) j

f Neither a
^ nor & of increase.

c
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moved, and given to the proceeding letter : tlie
f

n

will then be rejected ; as Ju> lie asks, *JL* asking,
o o ^

I d S on account of myself, originally

9s, *

IT is necessary to be observed, that* this rule

must operate with regard to #^ he will see, and

^ 1 / will see, and words analogous to them.

IV.

A SINGLE' raoveableby ",
if it occur after a,

letter moveable by pr
9 may be changed into the

letter homogeneous with the preceeding vowel
,9

point, as J+A enmity, ^^ the tray of the per*

famer, formerly^ ^^

V.

IF in one word, two humzahs occur together, the

first moveable and the second quiescent, the second

must be changed to that letter which is homoge-

neous with the vowel point of #ie first; as 7 he

* This necessity of observance occurs in opposition to all

regular rule, and arises solely from the arbitrary rules whic^

for regulating the pronunciation,
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9 A* * ^ *

faithful, ^j] I aril faithful. Ul^.1 fidelity:

^^"v 7 P ?.-<>

in their original state ^'f, y*
r

l t
UU'I

VI,

IF two moveable Tiumzalis exist together, in the

same word,, and one of them be moveable by the
~

second must be changed into tf;
as

r
U. a comer,

v
chiefs, which were originally 'W

^ x

IN the first example^ ^ agreeably to. the rules

which will hereafter appear for the explanation ofthe

^ o

J SU J hath been chaned to humzah ;* and two /mm-

then occurring^ the second of them, according

to the rule now laid down, hath been changed to ^ ;

,
-

'

\

which, in conformity to the rules of the JiVfijf

having been rejected /W remains. In thesecond ex-

ample, agreeably to the rules which will afterwards

be stated, with regard to the - U^ j
9

**'\ hath made

its appearance ; J the second ' of which, in conse-

quence of the rule now mentioned, having become
w *

5? , *yj) is produced.

* See Rule xii. Sect. ii. -f Rule XYIII. Sect. n.

J Rule n. Sect. in.
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VII.

IF, in one word, two moveable humzahs take

place, but neither of them rendered so by Kusr, the
C <M ^

second musl be changed ^to^; as +\j\ men, j^^i /

am hopeful, formerly ^\'\ 9

TiiE correct understanding of the J^ /^A or

hiimzah of adjunction, being absolutely necessary

for the beginner, 1 have here, as the most proper

place, at the conclusion of the remarks with regard
o ^

to the KJ^A LJiAisNj . offered some observations oil
X

that subject.

REMARKS CONCERNING.

THE

J*/>v* t?r Humzah of

ADJUNCTION.

TIIK pronunciation of a quiescent letter,, when

commencing a word, according to many theorists,

is thought to be altogether impossible ; and others,

if not
impossible, have at least reckoned it extremely

difficult.
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. THE Arabians', for tins reason, never attempt to

pronounce a quiescent letter at the beginning of a
V

word; and when such an occurrence takes place, in

'

order to obviate all difficulty of pronunciation, they

Constantly add, at the commencement of the word,

a, humzah of increase.

Tins character as obtained the

lion of an S**j L~*' s and j^/^ufr ; because the word

S^j gigaifies':adjunction, and t!ie
/

realty is joined
t i

*o the quiescent letter ; the pronunci^ti

<after this addition, is rendered perfectly easy.

Another reason may also be given tpr thi-s tenir,

if a wojrd precede that in which the
y
of adjunctioa

is present; this character promotes the blending

-&f the two words.* And wheji this union has

taken place, the sound of the
'

is lost betweea

the two.

THE vowel point of the
x
may either be

*
(%um)

or (Kusr); but in pronouncing the sentence

j'1 (oath) &j/ God, and the definitive adjunct

* This occurs only ia proauux:iatioji
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9 A, A,

Jf, as *Xio,r^OJ the praise be td God: the

is moveable by Fut'haTi.

IT is most worthy of remark, that if, at the com-

mencement of the inflections of the preterite, im-

perative, and infinitive of all the conjugations, in-

creased, as well as radical, an ^rA of increase be

observed, it is really an J*s^ s^rA or
' of adjunction.

It must however be dbvioiis, that in the conjugation
^O

on the measure JUi J this cannot be the ease ; and
' '

V

it must also be observed, that the ' of the first

person singular aorist of erery conjugation ; and
w 9

the * of the **&* u or simple adjective, and
* ^ O '

that of the JUAOAJ *.u*\ or noun of comparison, are
- * *

likewise hot the r of adjunction.

THESE have ootained tne denomination of a LJ

amputating, dividing ; because the word, containing

a humzah of this description never, unites with the

last letter of the preceding word, which is then sepa-

rated, or, in the ideas of the Arabs> cut off from it;

THE J**j ij-yA disappears at two different time*.

1.

WHEN the word which possesses this letter is
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united with the word immediately preceding, as in

, C3 p * ^ ,.

She sentence *JUj*iJi> he sazd, pray to God*
*

II.

WHENEVER the letter following it is from any
o ;

ause rendered moveable, as Jj f say. This

o>>o 9

word was formerly J
,5

J
; the vowel point of the ^ ,

agreeably to the rules of the J ttc I hereafter to he laid

down, having been removed to the quiescent c-3"
f

the' has been rejected from the word entirely;
$

the necessity of its presence, from the commence-

ment with a quiescent letter, no longer existing.

* Whenever the union is effected, it is evident that the sound

of the humzqh must be lost, during the pronunciation of

the two words.

The disappearance takes place in two modes ; first, if the

letter preceding the humzah be quiescent ;
and second, if it

Jjappen to be moveable, by any vowel point. In the
firs^fc

instance, as u> IA) I ^o ) open the door^ a Kusr is bestowed

on the terminating letter; and in the second, as in the example

quoted in the text, the vowel point of the terminating letter,

is retained. The ^ of the. particle y, being always written

with Fut'hah, appears to form an exception to the first. The
difference arises, in consequence of the arbitrary rules which

the Arabs have assumed, for altering the sound of a letter,

whenever it does not exactly correspond with their ideas concer-

ning easy and difficult pronunciation. A Fut'hah is therefore

bestowed on the ^, in order to remove the load of the two Kusre.f
y

which would otherwise exist in the word; FuPhah being reckon-

ed the lightest of the vowels.

t The rejection in this case takes place in writing, as woll

as in pronouncing,
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SECT. II.

Or Rulesfor the permutation and rejection of the

infirm letters.

THE meaning of the word JX** and its various

species, together with the necessary remarks con-
^ AfP

eerning the cJUc *jjs* and the circumstance that
' ^ -

cUJ I never occurs in the situation of a radical letter

of a verb, or declinable noun, unless when it exists

as a substitute for j or &
9
have been already ex-

plained ; and from what hath been said it becomes

evident, that J&L* can exist, only with regard ta

the two letters j and
.

THE Jfil is divided into three species,

o ^

,
as will be readily comprehended
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tjie following rules, which contain all that is

required of the beginner to understand on this sub-

ject,

RULE I.

AN I or a quiescent <s occurring after, *.. must
909

t>e changed to
^ ;

as J*** he is certain, originally
9 9 09

and iy* he was ***$& passive of

he stfudk.

II.

AN I or a quiescent _, following must be
.* *

changed, to <;..- as w Ij*- a measure, formerly
^ o

.. x *

w Jj ^^ and ^. i t&^ plural of
^ J *x3U also a measure

** ** ^ i
1

or yard.

III.

A
_,- occurring after any of the letters which

discriminate the aorrst* moreable by
"
and be-

fore a medial radical., wbicfi is rendered ^nip

able by Kusr, is rejected- Example. *
9 o ,

'

miseSj originally

. FREQUENTLY, after the rejection of thev, the Kttsr

* These are four
f, O^ (^j^ tf

f

"

D
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of the medial radical, is 'changed ioFiit'haJi/m con-

sequence of the occurrence of the guttural letters,

which are said to be peculiar to the conjugation
**,* 9s* 9 o^

J**:* J*>* as *x> lie places, 6riginally g)* no ana-

logy in this respect takes place, f Whenever 3

disappears from the aorist, it is also invariably
o

rejected from the imperative; example ^c promise,
*

o o

formerly AC, I and the necessity for the
'' of ad-

'* *

junction, being then no longer present, this letter

is-also removed.

"

.
THE infinitive of that verb, the aorist of which

iiad> 'rejected ,, if it Occur on the measure juw
^

the fiist radical being moveable by and the se*

cond quiescent, also rejects the j , and in place of

it receives a ' of increase^ at the end of the wbrd,

* This forms the fourth triliteral radical conjugation of

fUn'f.-n:,
"

eillu-r 'the medial or final letter of its verbs,

invariably be feuud to lc a guttural, or one "of

ix U-tteis formerly described, as known in Arabic

by the term LJiX^ ( >jj= or 'letters of the throat." Vide

RAILLIE'S Tables. The letters are /, ^, ^, , ^,

;. c. Kvery wotd rant.iinin^ one of the foregoing six

rs, is not subjected to this permutation: Examples
9 9 o ^-
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in this case is then bestowed on the second
o

radical ; as ** promising, originally

IV,

E.TER.Y } or . existing as the first radical in the

* A

measure JlnXil must be changed to o and the two
" *

similar letters then coalesce by means of the J* ;

as J^J ^re lighted, and j^ritbecmneeasy, origin-

ally iX*Jj / and ^**j I

V
v^ ^

AN I or. g of increase s*x> and existing as the

second letter of a word the plural of which oc-
-

curs on the measure Jc l>i and J5.c
J^j

or if it admit

of ^iAror diminiition^.?^w5^ in these measures b,e

6. .

AX
changed to j ;

as xr \

plural of -** t> a rule-, and

is* **9 ^ * * *9

fplphiraloft^ll ari 'urinal, and ^^. yo dimin-

utive ofv!^ instrumcnt
:

of striking,

VTv

two JFao^ occur at the beginning o/ a words

* The diminutive noun is formed, generally if not invariably
S9 0^7

on the measures Jxw JXAXJ one derived from a quadn-

literal, and the other from a triliteral root.
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the first' must be changed to x
; as J^f/l visitor*

* -*

( feminine, ) originally JL*fJj plural of

VII.

EVERY moveable ^ or i$ that may occur after a
X x A x ^.^ ,< ^ ,

*
a-j ^ AacvxS rawsf be changed to I

;
as J U fte saf^, ^

U

X y" ^

Ae soZ^ Ua Tze called, and
J.^^

7ie s^o/ ai arrow,
. . ., \

'- *"- * ' ' * ' <

originally Jy ^te ^
cd cr* ^.

WHENEVER^ or cf
are changed to J according to

the foregoing rule, i acquiescent letter follow the
I,

this letter (J) is rejected, in consequence of the

ocurrence of two quiescent letters, which, as has

been noted above, the Arabs esteem of very dif-

ficult pronunciation. Examples. 1_js
a they called,

O O^.-'^'^
she called, originally.

VIII.

WHEN j or ^.fnflyeable ty.Kwr occurs as the se-

cond radical of a passive preterite, and if in the ac-

tive voice the preterite has suffered any permutation,

in the place of
*
the former vowel point ( )

is bestow-

ed on the preceding letter ; in this case, if the second

* A FuFhah of necessity,, or a vowel point whose existence,

is essential to the word.
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radical happen to be j agreeably to Rule II, it 13

changed to t^; if, on the other hand it be "<*, it^uh-

dergoes no change ; as JJ it hath been said, and ***

.9.9
it was bought, originally Jy 5

o
* *

AFTER the operation of this rule, if the letter

following the ^ or ^ be quiescent, this latter i$

rejected, in consequence of two quiescent letters

existing together ; as^ they (feminine) have

j

said, y** they (feminine) were bought, formerly
'

9 '9-V* 5 " A '

WHENEVER the second radical, jn a preterite ofa

..*'? <* '9

^J*y& being an infirm letter, is rejected, in con-
oT - ; -

formity to.the Rules VH. vii'i. if it were i$ 9
or if

,

the second radical of the^reterite were moveable
--fey

,
this vowel point is bestowed on the first radical ;

if the second happened neither to be &
t
nor movea-

ble by , the first radical is rendered moveable by
*

* * 9 *A

as
^jJLS they (women) said, u*> they (wodien)

sold, and ^L they ( women )
were afraid .

which were originally j?

'

JL the active
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** 9 ,* 9 .* 9

preterites, or ^ 9 ^^ ^^ the passive preterites,

e examples possess a passive meaning.

IX.

EVERY movable > or
c? , the letter preceding-

which is quiescent, must bestow its vowel point on
9 *9 , 9 A

this quiescent letter, as }
jiu lie says, *AAJ lie sells,

. *J*' 9*,
formerly J^^ ^ After this rule liath taken

place, if two quiescent letters should happen to oc-

cur, the above mentioned irifirna letter n^-ust b^ re-

, *9s

jected. E^xamples. ^Xij they, (women) are say-

ing, ^ they (women) are selling, , originally

WHEN this, rule operates,, with regard to a past
C3 9 - * 9

participle of a ^i^S^l^j ^ tne infirm, letter ^ oc-

cur, the
""

is changed to Kusr ; a,s ^A-O 50.^ fojr

g^. If it do not, no change from the regular
* ? ,

rule is produced, as in the example, J^ for J

X,

WHENEVER, according to the fprmer rule, tho

vpwel point hath been removed from the infirm

letter, if it happened to be Fut'hnh, the infirm

letter is changed to I; which, if two "quies-

cent letters should then occur, is rejected:
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9*9 9-9 ^ *,9

JSxamples. jliu it is said, gUj -it is sold, ^ISij
, A '9

Zhey (women) are said, ^^ they (women) arc

9 ,* 9 , ,*9 * - A 9 * *,*9

sold, formerly J.yk,

WHENEVEU this rule takes pi-ace, with regard to
* * , A

the infinitives on the measures Jixi J and J IUUM /

after rejecting the / that was substituted for
i

the or <, a o of increase is added at the end of'

the word. Examples. &olsl standing,

standing, originally ij5

EVERY moveable r> occurring after as 'the se-

cond radical, in an infinitive^ must be changed to ^
if the letters in the tenses of its verb have under-

X

gone any permutation. Examples. *Ui> standing
+

* *
. .

** ""

and x^l^M originally *
J^3

the infinitive of ^U /^^

x
\ * *

stood, and SM^* the infinitive of jU he was a chief.
+

ALSO every moveable
^ existing as a second ra-

dical, and following in a plural, the singular of

which had undergone any change ; or if, in the sin-

gular, it occurred as a quiescent letter, and in the

plural is placed Tbefore I, must be changed to g*
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Examples. -j* the plural of ^JA raiw ahi

-
'

falling, *(**> the plural Of ^^ elegant, ^^ the

plural of &_,^ aw orchard. The original formd.

X > ^

were
f^ ,

o Jy* , u^^j
^- -

^

XII.

EVERY j or tf following 1^ in a word on the
*

measure Jutti,
if in the tenses of the verb any per-

mutation has taken place, must be changed to

# .- , ^^
/; as J^3 a speaker, *> U a seller, originally J^i5,

^ .
"

>
XIII.

IF two infirm letters occur, one preceding and

the other posterior to 1, in a plural formed on the

ineasitre JcJ^ 9
the last must be changed to /; as

2/1^ s^Z/ers and JuJ^J the plural of J^ f

^ *

originally ^ J^j
- J 3 Ij J .

LIKEWISE every >^ of increase^ occurring after

J
>
in a plural on the measure J/l WIMS^ be changed

to
/;

as Jj'U^ treatises, and JiAtfi greatness, (^*,'* o "

men, the plural of XJU^
-
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XIV,

WHEREVER a _,
and ^ occur together, and the

first quiescent, the j must be changed to cs ; the

two similar letters then coalesce by means of the

fl4l. Examples. ** chief,
^?.J

days, originally

f * S '*'
,

*'

a^ -
(Jj*J plural of

fy*

AFTER the operation of this rule, if before either .

the j or <s a 9 existed, this vowel point must be

2 >.

changed to ; as ^* f
* an arrow shot, originally

^*.

XV.

IF tf occur, as the second radical of a

*P A?
"

which is formed on the measure ^X5, and if J*5 or

' K*

^iijti
be the measure of its plural, the ^ must be

changed to ; as ^A^ a walker, (feminine) w*e
* *

Hack eyed (girls,) and w l*3AJ white; originally
*PA? ^n ^

'

- A x *?

Jj&o^ ^AC the plural of ^d or /UA^, and ^l^j
s l\ *s

the plural of ^AJ I

XVI.

A j which is present as the third letter of a word,

and in consequence of increase has become the

fourth., fifth, &c. if the letter preceding it be move-,

E
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able by
"
must be changed to g : after this permu-

tation hath taken place, the &
t agreeably to Rule

YH. is changed to J, and if two quiescent letters

then exist, the I is rejected; as IK^J he will be

called, ^tJo they (women) will be called,

*' *? 9 **9
(men) will be called, formerly ^^

, bj .*>**. ^n tf16 first example., after the

operation of this rule, the ^ ,
in conformity to the

seventh rule, has been changed to 1
3
and in the

third
,
after having been changed to

I,
is rejected.

XVII.

A j following and the last radical of a

word, must be changed to g . Example. w*a he
* 9

was catted, originally

XVIII.

EVERY infirm letter occurring as the final radi-

cal of a word, movcable by *, and the preceding

letter moveable by after the rejection of this last

vowel point, bestows the ^ on the preceding letter,

if 3 of the plural number existed previously

in the word ; if it did not, the 9 is simply re-

, jected, the
^ remaining as before, and if after the
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of the rule; two quieseent letters exist, the

A * '

infirm letter is rejected, as &*?<>.
he shoots an ar-

*?*
" *

9 ^
,ow, lycU. they were afraid, originally a^^j and

XIX.

EVERY infirm letter, existing as the dual radical

of a word, if moveable by *, and if the preceding

letter likewise happen to be moveable by the same

vowel point, rejects the former * from the word

entirely. In this case also, if two quiescent letters

*9 * *

exist, the infirm letter is rejected. Examples,
+ *9 9?.,

lie calls, (jjc<x>. they call, originally >e A

XX.

EVERY infirm letter, moveable by which occurs

as the final radical of a word, and the preceding

letter, moveable by *, beatows the
^
on the pre*

ceding lefter, if after the infirm letter, a ^

previously existed in the word ;
if this was not the

case, the vowel point ( )
is rejected from the

"word entirely. In this instance, similar to the pre-

ceding, the occurrence oftwo quiescent letters will

* This vowel point must be previously rejected,
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cause the rejection of the infirm letter. Exahiples
^ A * > n x *^ A "

^.xj ( feminine ) tliou mil call, originally ^ j* oJ,

XXI.

FROM every infirm letter, moveable by ^ occur-

ring as the final radical of a word,, if the preceding

letter be likewise moveable by ,
the vowel point

is rejected, and not bestowed on the preceding

letter. In this instance, also, the infirm letter is

thrown out, in case of the occurrence of two quies-

cent letters. Example. ^A-C p (feminine) thou
f

wilt shoot an arrow, formerly ^.^j3

XXII.

WHEN 3 or exists at the end of a noun,* the

preceding letter being moveable by a radical * this

vowel point is changed to Kusr, after this permu-

tation has taken place, if the infirm letter were ^

according to Rule xvn. it is changed to g. In

this case, as in the preceding, the infirm letter is

rejected, in consequence of the occurrence of two

quiescent letters. Examples. fcjK? putting on a
& 9 *^ .

**

turban, originally

* Vide LtwrsDEN's Grammar, page 130.
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xxm.
IF two Waos occur at the end of a plural, on the

**9
measure Jyw 9

and the letter preceding them "be

moveable by
?

9
this vowel point is changed to

ff 9w r

^,
and each 3 becomes g

*
Example. Ja buckets,

&J 9

formerly ^ia

XXIV.

EVERY 3 or occurring at the end of a noun,

&\9 $
after I of increase, becomes /; as * ix ^ praying, /U$

^> ^

luilding, originally ^ tc a
, ^ U

f

XXV.

AN infirm letter, occurring at the end of the

third singular persona masculine, femiiiine, and

second person masculine, .
and all the forms of the

first person of an aorist is rejected, when one of

the particles causing quiescence, is present,f or

whenever the imperative is formed; provided the

*9
tense be not affected, by the a*jl5^ or y of cor-

9*'*^
'

roboration. Examples. ** he did not call,

* *

* See the first rule of the
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9*9 *,*'
$f call, f^fl

he did not shoot an arrow* and

A * -

*
;

t shoot thou. The particle Jl causing quies-
A A * A A -

cence, affects 3c.x and
^/o^j

The second examples
A 9 A *> * * *

are the imperative formed from ^^ and

RULES CONCERNING

THE

QUIESCENT JLETTEMS.

THE unavoidable necessity of rejecting one of

two quiescent letters, occurring together in a word,

having been mentioned in many of the foregoing

pages, rt becomes incumbent on me in this place, to

lay down certain rules concerning the quiescent

state of the letters.

IT is necessary previously to premise, that very

frequently at the end of a noun a quiescent ^

appears, which is pronounced but not written; this

j
* A '

is termed ^ * nunnalion.

IN writing the ^Jjj is expressed by the mark
*

*
or _ or "
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IT is absolutely requisite that this fact should

be fully comprehended by the student, before he

can become acquainted with Arabic orthography,

WHAT is now to follow, are certain brief re-

marks concerning the pronouncing of two or more

quiescent letters, which never, except in a very

few instances, takes place in the ^Arabic language,

RULE I.

Two, or even three quiescent letters, are permit-
^

i\

ted to<exist in a word in the occasion ofc^ , or of

diSiu enumerating; as
xy;,c_,JJ a instances of the

A A ^ *, A ^ *

former, or as *j
j, ^c, }fc;.'^J&

men's names in

the case of enumeration ; in answer to one who asks,

how many persons came.

WHENEVER the .Arabs intend that the sound of

a word should be complete, a quiescent letter is

placed at its termination; silence then ensues, and

the word (Joes not run into the following : by this

contrivance no confusion arises in the mind of the

hearer concerning the idea, which is meant to be

conveyed by the speaker : this is the instance of
* * *

quiescence, termed \J$j. The meaning of

enumerating, is sufficiently obvious.
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II.

THE occurrence of two quiescent letters in a

word is allowed, if the first of them be a Jj c_J ^
quiescent infirm letter, and the second in a state

of coalescence with some other letter; as &oUi

peculiarity'> ***}*. diminutive of the former.

THE occurrence of two quiescent letters is also

allowable, when
t^ie

first is T and the second, the
A 9'

..'.
* " A

*^^(^y r
(.p

as ^^>*^' do ?/e two certainly

strike, w ^fj^J do ye all (women) certainly

strike.

IN every other instance, if two quiescent letters

occur, and the first be a *** it is rejected ; as J

say, originally JysJ 5 ^ a caller, ^ 'i ajustice,
t &9

^

originally ^6, ^cJa.

IF the first quiescent letter be not a *,x. it is not

rejected, but has a vowel point bestowed upon it as

-;* A? A 9 * .

Hie arrow;

said go out; t$]g+from God; as has also occa-

sionally the second. This will be readily under-

stood from the rules which are afterwards to be

laid down regarding the -U^I
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MANY other observations might be mentioned

for the further illustration of this subject, but as

they would only tend to burthen the memory of

the learner* they are in this place omitted.

SECT. III.

Or Rules for the coalescence of the letters,,

* o

THE meaning of the word
^
U ^ f has already'

been explained. Before commencing the rules,

I will here premise a few remarks, which will bo

of considerable assistance with regard to the rigliv

understanding of what is to follow.

, o

WHENEVER the -Uaf takes place with two let*
v

ters., that is to say, whenever two letters arc? pro-

nounced in the same instant of time, it is necessary

that they should be of the safne species or similar

letters, and the first of them quieseent/the second

moveable or else quiescent, in consequence of the

for if neither of these conditions be present

F

o *
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the pronunciation of both in the same instant of

time is absolutely impossible.

*xx
THEREFORE, a word in a state similar to C<XAC

I prayed, in which there are not two similar

letters, or a word possessing two similar letters,

--- A 9 op
but the first moveable as ax; or as 6 j^J be

lengthened, in which there are two similar letters,

the first moveable, and the second quiescent, but
" o "

not in consequence of the
cjii'^

do not admit

of the -Ual. And consequently, before a coale-

scence of two letters can take place in words of

these descriptions, it is necessary that such a change

be produced, as renders them similar to words

which are in the states mentioned above; that is,

words in which there are two similar letters, the

first quiescent and the second moveable, or else

quiescent in consequence of the cjw^: in both

which cases the pronouncing of two letters at once

is perfectly practicable.

FROM the above it is apparent, that the
. o

occurs in the case of two similar letters ex-*

isting together. But coalescence likewise takes

place with letters which are not of the same spe-
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cies or dissimilar viz.* when two dissimilar letters

exist together in a word, and the sound of both is

formed, nearly in the same part of the organs of

speech, or when two letters are present which, are

noted for possessing some property in common.

o o , ? o

THIS species of the- U a I is termed w<o
^

Ut * U a I

V*
the coalescence of two approachers. The *Ual

consists therefore of two distinct species, the
- * * 9 * ^ * ^9 ^ o

" '
<* * ' x

RULE I.

IF two similar letters occur together in the

same word, and the first of them quiescent,
o

the -U^I must operate without any further change
s

* w

being required ; as *, lengthening, U^M abuse, <_3
>*^

^e inflected, juiti accepted; formerly

II.

WHENEVER two similar letters are present to-

gether in a word, the first moveable and the second

moveable by a ^}$$&) or quiescent in con-

sequence of the uju'j their coalescence^mws^ take

* Vide LUMSDEN'S Grammar, page 17 and following.
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place; the coalescence however, cannot occifv

without tire previous rejection of the vowel

point from the first of the similar letters, if the
o o ^

preceding letter be moveable, or a ^JeJ^ o

increase ; should it be neither of these the vowel

point is not rejected, but is bestowed on the pre-
" *

ceding letter. Examples.
' ** it was length-

, 4~ ,t
\

encd> aU a reckoner, A^J^- a diminutive noun
9s

from XoUi
9 ^^> it is lengthened; originally

ill.

IP tvVo similar moveable letters take place to-

gether in the same word, and the vowel point
o ^ ^ * *

of the second be of the species termed ^^ It z3}s

'tcntal,* their coalescence may occur, but is

not absolutely necessary. Tf the coalescence be

used, the same circumstances apply, as in Rule II.
,O^O WV f

Example. ^yi.Ji.x
the croud be lengthened, origi-

,0^0 9 o ?
"

nally Kj) ^*x/o| .
In this case, the vowel point of the

first a is given to the ^ and the ^ being no

longer necessary, is rejected.

o , , f

* This is a term used in opposition to ^j ^cJ^s*

alreaily explained it means ^ yowcl point whose existence

is not essential to the worJ.
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IV.

IF two similar letters exist together in the saine

, the first moveable and the second of them

accidentally quiescent,* but not in consequence of
ox

the uji
j

their coalescence is likewise optional;;

and if it should take place, the same restrictions are

.applicable as in the "foregoing -examples. Either

the vowel point Kusr or Fut'hah may be bestowed

tzpon the second of the similar letters, as may like*-

\vise Zum if the first were previously moveable by
o 909

this vowel point. Example *&*} be lengthened,

which according to this rule is capable of being
9 - P P

pronounced in four different ways, **
,
&*

,
**

,

* ; o 9

o ^ o

AND the example of
;^T^t le excessively

which may be pronounced in three distinct modes,

IN the remaining condition viz. the presence of

two similar letters the first moveable, and the
- 9 9

second quiescent in consequence of a ^9 <.

+
'

no coalescence can take place. Example, ^
\

(feminine) they were lengthened.

* A state f quiescence which is not essential to tlie word.
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V.

Two similar letters occurring in two different

words, one at the commencement of the second,

and the other at the termination of the first word ;

if the latter be a quiescent letter, but not a s^
and the former moveable ; their coalescence must

"""
A V* * - ^

take place; as l^^j&y don't strike Bukr.

VI.

IF two similar moveable letters take place as a-

bove, in two different words, and if the letter pre-

ceding them be moveable, or a ^eJ)^ their

to w
*

coalescence is optional; as ^JiJ he commanded
* * * - A x

me,j&* v>* the garment of Bushr, originally jjil
s* ' - *

* ?*.

^j^^S'. If different from the foregoing, the last
* -*

be quiescent, and the first either moveable or not,

no coalescence can take place. Examples.

honor the man, '/^IJUJ the man was faithful.

THE foregoing rules are not restricted entirely

to the coalescence of similar letters, they also
*/ , .9

refer to the pdft&U (*M although no examples

of this description have beeji adduced.

* A / of adjunction, is added to the word commencing with

the quiescent letter.
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THE rules now following relate entirely Jo that

species, which consists of the coalescence of two

dissimilar letters.

VII.
- A

IF in the conjugation on the measure JUxjl

one of the four following letters &, b, ^ ^^

precede the c> of the conjugation, this letter must

be changed to k: the coalescence of the two letters

by changing the k into the preceding letter, may

then take place if it be ^o or ye; as ^>o\ or

A*? J he was patient, originally^x^J; and*.^ J

+ .x

he was amazed, both formerly vy^ * If
*

ceding letter be k the coalescence is necessary;

as Jj&>\ ht asked, originally ^JUkl. If 13 precede
X

the coalescence is optional, with the change of this

letter to k , or the reverse; as Abl'j.Iaf
. > A

?ie was oppressed, formerly JC& I
.

* ^ X

VIII.

IF in the conjugation on the measure
* >

one of the three following letters A, a, ^
is present

before the o , of the conj ugation3 this letter must

be changed to 6 the coalescence of which, with the
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preceding letter, when it happens to be a a , mutt

take place. The coalescence of s, and 3>, is optional

with, the change of i, to a or the contrary, and
o

the f
tc*l of \ is also optional, with the permutation

x

ef ^ to
3 .

THE following are examples af all these instances,
, f w .'^ ^-x ^^c:

6^1 Tie rubbed oil on his body, *h *'^
> j**) h -

f ** x- X *

remembered, ^\y, ^^jl he was qdorncd, originally

IX,
^ x

IF the ., of the conjugation Jbuii precede one
*^ ^

ofthese twelve letters A,i3., , ^,^,

it 7wa,y be changed to the succeeding letter, the
O *.. O.

then takes place; Examples

L&) he quarrelled, which may be pronounced
* ** * x w ^.

Wheaever after this coalescence the

appearance of the preterite formed from the mea-

sure Juwu occurs, in order to remove any doubt

which exists regarding the conjugation, the se-

cond radical may be pronounced, as if it were
^ v>

tnoveable by Kusr. Example. **>
\ ,<
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i AS the perusal of the remarks tending to illus-*

trate the subsequent conditions to which this varia-

tion gives rise, would only interrupt the progress

of the student, they are in this place omitted.

X,
., 9 + f

IF after o, on the measure J*ij' and Js l*j* one

of the twelve letters, mentioned in the foregoing rule

should occur, the c> may be changed to the follow-

ing letter, the ^U^J tlien- takes place, and after

(he coalescence, an f
\ of adjunction is added to

the preterite, infinitive, and imperative; as JL^XJ

he fastened on his shield, Cr^Otf he let go/y]^3

he put on his clothes, v/^jVi'
he overtook ; which

may be pronounced Jl^jf, O^IJJ, ^Sal,' UJM..

After this permutation, the forms of the words

differ very widely, from those of the measures

. J*ij* and Jcl3 ; in consequence of which, cer-

tain grammarians, reckoning them to be totally

distinct measures, have arranged them in the class

of increased triliterals,* commencing with the I

* In BAT LITE'S Tables, seven conjugations of thpso verbs

arc enumerated, if these two additional be added the number
must be increased to nine.

G
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.of adjunction, and not corresponding in their form

to the measures of the quadriliterals.

XI.

WHENEVER the J, of Ji is present before one of

these fourteen letters, o, o, ^ &, /, 3, u~, tr, u*, o*,

k, k, J, (jj> i* WMS be changed to the letter which
r VW ^

occurs after it, and the -Us I then occurs; as /^I/
. X

<Sl) ,
&c.

XII.
'

THE -'jeaJ of a quiescent J but not of the
^

particle J) must take place with . the j being

changed to this letter. The permutation of this J,

to, and its subsequent coalescence with the other

letters, mentioned in the foregoing rule, is optional ;

^ u'ji/,
XIII.

WHENEVER a quiescent ^.j although it be of

ihe fcj->>
;J exists before one of the five follow-

*

ing letters ^ J, ^ , _,, &, it must be changed to the

following letter, the
^U^f

then takes place; as

itt eJC* w/io /5 zuf/A you ?

THE r U*l of a movealle ^ may occur with
F -.

the above mentioned letters, but is not abso-
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* A ' - o 9

lutely necessary, as y^J^H^^y we are faithful

to the Preserver of the universe.

IT is proper to be observed, that grammarians

are riot the inventors of the Arabic language ; but,

having diligently examined the conditions of its

words, they have compile T and established these

different rules. The explorer of Arabic works may,

therefore, occasionally meet with a few words to

which the rules are applicable, although their ope*

ration has not taken place. Such words are deno-

< ^ ^ *> , o o

minated U rare, &^* weavers, *j*\Z* J f he

overcame, are examples of this kind.

* ^

To these words the term &U is most strictly

applicable.

*.Setf Sect. ii. Rule VM. f Ditto Rula x.



EXAMPLES OF HUMZATED VERBS.

\ERBS Humzated of the primal radical, oo

cur very frequently throughout four of the conju-

gations.

tlss^s *s

1st. ON the conjugation of J*i;>-J*j; as ^\\ to
"

driiie or to collect camels.

IN the preterites active and passive no change

whatever occurs.

*- 9

PASSIVE.

^V e*
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IN the first person singular of both the active

and passive aorist, the ; agreeably to Rule T.

of the 1st. Sect, must be changed in the former

instance to I and in the latter to j , In all the

other inflections of the two tenses, according ta

Rule I. the same permutations may take place.

IMPERATIVE ACTIVE.

A A A ft A A

CJL.V '&$ y V^ 'v^ 1 j>^ y "^ ^-i! ^ y

IN the six forms of the third person, and in

those of the first person dual and plural, the per-

mutation of / to \ is optional ; but in the first per-

son singular this change must take place, as also

the permutation to & in the forms of the second

person.

IMPERATIVE PASSIVE.

- A?
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IN the singular first person of the imperative

passive, the change of > to , must take place :

throughout all the other fo*msA the same permuta-

tion is optional.

THE participle active resembles the first or

sound class.

.9

the forms of the passive participle,

the change of the / to $ is merely optional.

THE Noon Takeed causes no peculiar permu-

tation to take place, in the different tenses to

which it fe affixed ; and therefore no examples

compounded with this letter 'have been quoted.

.

2d. ON the conjugation Jjuu-Jjii ; as J^> i To

cat, The inflections of this description resemble

those of the foregoing example, excepting in the

solitary instance of the second person imperative

active,



SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE ACTITE.

^9 * 9 *9 9 * 9 * P

IN all these forms the Humzah is constantly

rejected, this takes place in opposition to all

analogy.

3d. ON conjugation Jiuu ->? ;
asv ^

I Indigence.

The. inflexions of this description are exactly simi-

lar in every respect to those of the first description.

9 9**.~9~ ',.
4th. ON the conj ugation Jjuu-J*i ;

as v^^ H"M-

manity, politeness c.

THE inflections and permutations of this descrip-

tion are exactly analogous to those which occur ia

the conjugation first adduced.
/

VERBS humzated of the second radical occur

frequently in three conjugations.

1st. ON the conjugation jiij-J**'; as v'^
acquiring riches.

IN the inflexions of the preterite passive, the

t being rendered moveable by Kusr, and folJowiug

f



Zum, certain grammarians have supposed, that the

/ may be changed to Je
* The forms of the

active preterite are exactly analogous to those

A -

of the ,*.*dSAd

4QRIST ACTIVE.

3*
a

9 .

AORIST

, A

ui'Usrf Cl>3f l

yuf
'"*'

IN all the forms of both aorists, the vowel point

of the / may, agreeably to Rule in. Sec. i. be

bestowed on the preceding letter, and the / rejec-

ted from the word entirely.

* This is the opinion of AKHFUSH one of the greatest names

in the list of Arabian Grammarians.
*^.**5

Xxj J ^x*

XJ 1 6j=> b Vide Fusooly Akluri*
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IMPERATIVE ACTirE.

THE permutations that occur with regard to the

ituperativeSj both active and passive., are precisely

analogous to those of the preceding aorists, with this

addition in the case of the second person imperative

active, viz. after the rejection of the f which

formed the second radical hath taken place, accord-

ing to the second cause enumerated for the rejec-

tion of the * of adjunction, this letter ni^s* also be

removed.

No permutations take place with regard to the

participle active.

PARTICIPLE PASSIVE,

IN the passive participle, as in the aorist and im-

perative, the removal of the vowel point to the

H
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preceding letter, and the subsequent rejection of

the / may occur ; the participle will then be formed

on the measure.

2d. ON the conjugation J - >i.> ;
as JU'U To

become

THE forms of these verbs are subjected to the

same permutations as those of the foregoing con-

jugation, excepting in the case of the participle

active, which is formed on the measure

* r * y r * s .
* '

3d. ON the conjugation J-J*v.; as & (i to

le wicked.

THE preterite is exactly similar to the first or

sound class.

AORIST 4CTIVL\

* 9 A ~ * 9
,*

' " ** 9
,*"

' 9 * ' 99
L / JKJ v/ ^ u *' j ^ u l

^ / ^^ v /

/.
'

9' 9 A

IN this inflexion the / may be rejected, and the

vowel point, agreeably to the rule before quoted,

bestowed on the preceding letter.
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THE imperative is liable to the same permu-

tation, with the addition noted in the foregoing

conjugation.

THE remaining forms, viz. the passive preterite,

aorist, imperative, and both participles, are ana-

logous in measure and permutation to those of the

second conjugation of this description of verbs.

VERBS Humzated of the last radical occur

most frequently on three of the conjugations.

4
xx x ?.- * x x ..

1. ON the conjugation Jui-Jak; as s'^tf to

watch.

WHEREVER the / occurs quiescent in the pre-

terite active, it may be changed to f . In other

respects the tense resembles the first or sound class,

PRETERITE PASSIVE.

THROUGHOUT all the forms the change of ; to

may take place, but according to different rules/
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In the third person plural masculine, the permuta-

tion is agreeable to the opinion of AKHFUSH., as

quoted above; in the third persons singular and

dual masculine and feminine, the change is in

conformity to Rule iv. Sect. i. and in the remain-

ing forms according to Rule.i. of the same Sect.

THE AORIST ACTIVE.
%

'

+
*
*Ax x- x * ^ 9 '* " * 9 * ~

*

^ * * 9 x A .

IN the second and third persons plural, feminine,

the permutation of / to I mo?/ occur, according

to Rule 1st. Sect. 1st. The same change is likewise

optional in the passive.

IMPERATIVE ACTIVE.

WHEREVER in this tense the ; is quiescent the

change to \ is optional. The same in the passive.
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PARTICIPLE ACTIVE.

$ x5>*x-At, .

6
* U tf ^ Ud tf &i 15 ^ yd tf w tt $ -J If

IN all these inflections the change of / to g

may take place.

PARTICIPLE PASSIFE.

,

'O I

IN all the forms of the participle passive, the

change of the / to ^ agreeably to Rule n. Sect. i.

is optional. After the permutation, the coalescence

of the two letters must take place, according to

the 1st. Rule, Sect. in.

99*.' *9 * 9 99

2d. ON the conjugation

to delay.

PRETERITS ACTIVE.

9 * o 9 , A 9 9 * 9 ,

Z? o 9 ^ <>9* op o 9 ^ + ? <* 9 ,,
a 9

, o

u
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THE permutation of / to ^ ( excepting in the

third person plural masculine) may take place in

these different forms of the active preterite.

3d. ON the conjugation J**-J*f ; as 'L^ and

o 9 9

to become habituated.

PRETERITE, ACTTVE.

1 , Z s

-
*

, -MAJ LXAVAJ t^ X^^> j 4 AM.J

IN all these forms the permutation from / to

is optional.

THE remaining forms are similar to the examples

before noted.

EXAMPLES OF INFIRM VERBS.

VERBS rendered infirm by 9 in the primal

radical occur most frequently on five conjugations,
o ,

as A*!J- A^H to promise, for the cause of ths

present form of the first word : see Rule in. Sect,

li. No change takes place in the preterites.
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ACTIVE AORIST.

. t>9 * x - .
- x 9

. f x o P x * * 9 <

9 *

Ax
' THE word was .originally * ^ the 3 is rejected

agreeably to Rule rii. Sect. n. It is to be ob-

served that the rejection takes place throughout

all the forms of this tense, although the discri-

minating letter is ^ o or J .

i

IMPERATIVE

o^ ^o o of
* $ ^j^c ^f^* J^*^

x< ' ~ * x -*

*

THE j is rejected, in order that the tense may

correspond in form to the aorist: after this rejec-

tion hath taken place, the' of adjunction from the

seccmd person of the imperative is likewise removed.

2d. ON the conjugation Jwu-Jw; as J^JJ
X

dread, the inflections of this description, excepting

in the second person imperative active, are exactly

similar to those of the first or sound class of words.
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SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE

*, ft

ORIGINALLY J^J but agreeably to Rule li,

Sect. ii. the ^ hath been changed to g .

9 ** * *

ON the conjugation Qf J*ij^,)w; as *jil

/o place.

IT is worthy of attention that as frequently ift

S r 9 *~ > ,* 9 * .

the conjugations of J*5-J*Aj Jx5~J*i/ aJtL^C^3fi*
' -

or guttural letter occurs either as the second or

tjie
final radical, that after the regular permuta*

tions have taken >place, a Futhu is occasionally

bestowed on the second radical. Example.

RECEIVED Futhu by arbitrary rule

IT must further be remarked, that but fe.w of

the verbs of the classg^Jli* infirm of j of the pri-

9+*+ .,'
mal radical occur on the conjugation Jjuu-J**; the

appearance of the conjugation is given only to those

verbs the second radical of whose preterites was

originally movcable by Futhu and in consequence

of iLis they have been stiled on the conjugation
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THE permutations to which this description of

Yerbs.are subject, ar6 exactly similar to those of;

the first: of this description; except that the latter

possess Kusr, while the verbs now mentioned.have

FutJiu in the second radical of the aorist and im-
. *t- -*~.

perative active, viz. ^o go.*.

9 ^ - ,

4th. ON the conjugation Jjyu-Jsw ; as **r!/ to
* X s

lie friendly. .*.

THE permutations of these verbs, are similar in

every respect to those of the first, excepting that

the second radical of the perfect is rendered moye-

able by Kusr,
'

9 9o, ,^' Pop
5th. ON the conjugation of Jxij-Jx?; as

to become fat (a camel.)

THE inflections of this description^ are exactly

similar to those of the sound class.

VERBS rendered infirm by <g
in the primal radi-

cal, occur in four of the conjugations:
9**> ^ * * AS

1st. ON the conjugation J*v.-J** as

to;gawe...
'

\
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THE inflections of these verbs, undergo no per-

mutation,, except in the aorist and imperative pas*

sive ; in which, agreeably to Rule 1st. Sect. n.

the if is changed to j

2d, ON the conjugation
*

become dry.

The inflections of these verbs are precisely simi-

lar to those immediately preceding.

99^+9* * ,

3d. ON the conjugation Jwu-J*i as y^'^
acquire, to gain.

THE inflection of the forms of this verb is in

every respect similar to those of the foregoing,

excepting in the second person imperative active ;

where, in consequence of the ' ofadjunction being

moveable by
*
the g, agreeably to Rule 1st. Sect.

ii. is changed to _,.

9 A. ^ . .

4th. ON the conjugation Jxij-Jx;; as ^l, to
s- *

despair. The inflections of these verbs are similar

to those of the first of the three preceding.

OF these four descriptions of verbs, it is worthy

of remark, that the two first kinds are very fre*
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quently observed> while but few examples occur

of the two latter.

VERBS rendered infirm by ^
in the second radi-

,cal are often observed in three of the conjugations.

1st. ON the conjugation JL>. Jw ; as J^> to say.

PRETERITE jfCTIFE.

UH5

i9 9*9
"

IN this tense agreeably to the restriction laid

down in Rule vn. Sect. n. the ^ hath been chang-
n

ed to f
m
In

^XU and the following forms the original

^ according to the rule just quoted, was changed

to I after the permutation had taken place, the I

in consequence of the occurrence of two quiescent

letters being rejected from the word entirely; a

was bestowed on the c3 in order to shew

that ^ originally existed in the word.
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KTERITE PASSfFK.

'9*9 * >9 ^ *9 A

'

" . 1 f,*JM -* -
*

u.rxXi CsX* ytf 1x.Ujf cju? ijXo "iu;' jo
f * s ^ *

^9 9*9 w?<s? ^ ^^
UX5 CXl> wxU cAi' *.XX:f

Jo' was originally Jy m consequence of* thff

-difficulty of pronunciation arising from tl*e 3 in

the five first forms, heiii^ moveable by while the

preceding letter continued moveable by ^ this hist

vowel point \yas rejected, and the bestowed on the

preceding letter; the
^ thert, agreeably to Rule n.

Sect. n. was changed to <s .
In the remaining

fonus, the is rejected entirely from the word, and

two .quiescent letters after the rejection presenting

themselves, thej is likewise removed.

AORIST ACTIV T.

A X

THIS tense was originally J^ij, the vowel point

of the j agreeably to Rule ix. Sect. n. being
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bestowed on the L^S, the j is rejected from the third

and second persons plural feminine, in consequence

of the occurrence of two quiescent letters*

AQ71IST PASSIVE.

. . <
-

J liiJ 3 1$ I

^JLXj w^ 1X3

* > P

THIS was originally J ^ the vowel point of

the ^ having been removed to th preceding let-

ter^ and the _, agreeably to Rule x. Sect. ir.

changed toX this letter in consequence of two quie-

^

scent letters^ as in the former example, is rejected

fro-m the third and second persons plural feminine.

IMPERATIVE

?

^?A -
j,

THIS- originally was J^J -after removing the

to the preceding letter, two quiescent letters as in

the -.farmer instances occurring, the
3
was rejected*

It is to be observed that when either of the pro
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nouns I, or ^ , or g , or the ^.j takeed, is joined

to the word; the^ again makes its appearance., as

two quiescent letters then no longer exist.

THE ; of adjunction, in consequence of the rules

already quoted, is also rejected from the second

person singular.

PARTTC1PLE ACTIVE.

# -

THE original form of the participle was J, U
>

and the ^, agreeably to Rule xii. Sec. n. hath

been changed to i .

PARTICIPLE PAST.

A

THE form was formerly J 3yi* but in conse

nucce of the remark laid down in Rule ix. Sect

^*?-
n. the measure hath been changed to Jyix.

9^ A s < s *

2d. ON the conjugation of J**-J*i as

to dread.
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PRETERITE ACTIVE.
(

^ * xA ^ ^ x AX ' P s x-' x.x
CJui yici

U.XJ U; w3 \ =i )j.5
U. 13 Ui C-3 UL

1 ^ x

'.? ''* =?A
."

A
.??

P "

THE word originally was < 3^- According
x

to Hule vii. Sect. ij. in the five first forms, the

j hath been changed to I and from the remain-

ing forms this letter is rejected, in consequence

of two quiescent letters existing together. After

the rejection, the
'

is removed entirely from the

primal letter, and in its place a is bestowed, in

order that the conjugation of the verb may not be

confounded with any other.

AQRIST ACTIVE.

^S* *. " - * - - - " 9 ' '

-- x

THE form originally was L-^^^SJ, but accord-

ing to Rule TL. Sect. n. the hath become I .

Throughout the whole example the same changes

necessary as in the passive aorist of the verb
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IMPERATIVE ACTIVE,.

* . ~ -: *9 , x

U was originally t-J^if the vowe\ point of

ih.& > baying been bestowed on the preceding:.

letter, the , becomes I agreeably to Rule x. 'of

Sect. i.i. the I after this., in consequence of

two infirm letters occurring, is rejected : and the /

of adjunction is removed also. Wherever in this

.tense, two quiescent letters do not exist, the I

is of course not rejected.

THE forms of the passive preterite, aorist, i

perative and the two participles active and past>

arc exactly similar in measure and permutations

to those of the first example thS
f

\rit]> :iple

difference that throughout the passive preterite of

the former the primal radical is invariably i7//rs00*%

9 9 o .\9 ^ o 9

3d. ON the conjugation Jxij-Jxi ; a?
*)^1

to

become long. The permutations of this class, arc

precisely similar to those of the first.



OF LfcT*TERB.

' EXAMPLES- of verbs possessing ^ as> their s&eiond

iadical ocour o'nly in two conj~ugatibii&.

1st. ON 'tli'e

:

conjugation J^4-5*A'^?JJ to

PRETERITE ACTIVE.
MriMJBp^-

'

'

he * being moveable,.

and tbe preceding letter moveable by
'

> the <$

- * ^ v ^ ?

was changed v jto I which' m CQns6queBce ef
,
the

v

occurrence of two qruiesoent -letters,. i& j-e^erf ? 1

from the third parson; feiniiliiifi . pltBcalv-and fol-

Jovving
1 foms : .aftef the rejeciioaai, ia 'is .bestowed

on the primal radical, irtf order to" pkeW %bai ^

was rejected from the word.

-^ I :- K!

., ^ . A ^U L \b j*
'

-^- :: -^'' '

y --
.

- --'r -^
j , .. ;'. i

.
" -

:

-- xiMu:
^A ^ W? A *

U*.
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^ was originally the vowel point of the

tf (after the rejection of the
*

) is removed and

given to the first letter, and from the third person

plural feminine, and following forms the g in con-

sequence of the occurrence of two quiescent let-

ters,, is rejected.

AORIST

9*+ <r 9 * + + * + **

^

^IAAJ formerly ^A>J
the vowel point of the g

being removed, is bestowed on the preceding letter.

In the forms of the third and second person plural

feminine, the g in consequence of the two quie-

scent letters, is rejected.

IN the passive aorist, the permutations are pre-

cisely similar to those already mentioned with re-

gard to the passive aorist of Jl the & throughout

all the forms being changed to f
.
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IMPERATIVE ACTIVE.

A A X A

*j *>

A * ** * -

^AxJ formerlj *AAJ the vowel point of the &
+'' * *

'
"

bein^removed, is bestowed on the preceding letter ;

then, in consequence of the two quiescents g is

rejected, as is also the / of adjunction in the second

person.

THE passive is exactly similar to the passive

imperative of JlS already noted.

PARTICIPLE ACTIVE.

'

originally *j L
. c5 agreeably to Rule xn. Sect. n

is changed to /

PARTICIPLE PASSIVE.

^ ,,r

*** was originally j*A*
which has been subject-



>, TBtfATISE ON

ed to the changes, laid down in Rule ra. Sect. T^,

'

'lid. ON the conjugation Jwo-Js*s ;
as JJ to ar-

rive. The permutations of these verbs are exactly

similar to those of the second description of those

wrhich possess 3 as their second radical.
^ H

Vcnns possessing ^ as the final- -radital orcur

. on three conj ugatJons.

-^ ^
1st.' ON the conjugation Jjtx-lljx5 as's^tjs!^ to

-call.

PRETERITE ACTITE.

_ACi dXcA f*4 J^SA L_S-.
'

.

'
^

. was" formerly ,r^ tlie ^ being rnoveahle^

and the preceding' letter moveable by
"

agreeably

"4o-Ruie vii. Srct. n. it hath been cJinn^rd fo f

wherever the
^

of the plural or tile fcminin'e ^

occurs,, the radical 3 is rcjcrtcd, and in the third

person dual feminine, although the & appears move-

le by
*
4\\ rcaliir it iVong'inally quiesceutVand is

u movable; ia ^ris(?q^ie/ac;e :o/
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rence of the pronoun f. and being thus actaally,

.though GQt practically quiescent,, the ^ is rejected.

PRETERITE, PASS IV. i-

c
- 9 *' 9

,

" 9
<

-

*

** A il^-A.c J I">'
* *

PA P -;,? A ?
'

t I

\
^ ?

'

.THE?; form originally was ^e-a.HiQ j according
.

io Rule xvn. Sect, it in the five first forms hath

Jbeen changed to &' and id the third person plural

masculine the
*"

is removed (in consequence of the

.

'

. .
;

difficult pronunciation) from the g and bestowed

on the preceding letter., the ^ in consequence of

two quiescent letters 'occurring is then rejected.

The sarae change of ^ to throughout the re-

remaining inflections is agreeable to Rule IT.

.

> rfOliUT ACTIVE.

> -was fdnrlc. '.KJ che 'last
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is rejected agreeably to Rule xix. Sect. n. In *he

second and third persons plural maculine, two

quiescent letters occurring", one of the tvaos is rejec-

ted, for the changes which have taken place in

2 the oriinal form of which was xs

see Rule xx. Sect. u.

AORIST PASSIVE.

A 9 * *' *?

FOR the changes which take place in the pas

sive aorist, See Rule xvi. Sect. n.

IMPERATIVE ACTIVE.

*+ 9** *9*' ,9*.

9 ^ 9 *+ .*9*9 *9 9.9 ,9*? 9 *

FOR the permutations of both imperatives. See

Rule xxv. Sect. n.

PARTICIPLE ACTirE.
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b was formerly jcJa
which is subjected to

& "

the action of Rule xvn. Sect. n. and the g

Dejected in consequence of the two quiescent

letters.

PARTICIPLE PASSIVE.

^ w?^
w I

ye (Xxi

THE original form was /j*** agreeably to Hule

t. Sect. in. the two similar letters have coalesced.

9 v*

2d. ON the conjugation J^-j^i Uc^l! to ap~
/

prove or accept, to be pleased, the changes inci-

dent to the preterite and aorist of both voices are

similar to those which take place in the passive of

the preceding verb.

99** ,9, 9 ^

3d. ON the conjugation Jjuu-Jw as /IWI

to talk foolishly. The preterite active of this

description is exactly similar to the ^*^? in every

other respect the changes are analogous to those of

the 1st.

VERBS infirm of <s in the last radical occur on

three conjugations.
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9

1st. Oar the conjugation jfiJijfir as

&ho'ot an OTTQ-JO.

PRETERITE ACTIVE.

fiw ^**>\ &***

TUB form originally was
"

^ which hath been

snfcjected t<> th a&tlpft ofl RA.ilc-:vtil Sect. n.

PRETERITE PASSIVE.

.** Jk* *

-y fcj-
;
>

-:',- "^
^

'

x
^ v/ *

A ? FA f
' W.PA ^ A * *-S-A

f^ .

?
x .^ ^. r,^

f . , ^ ^

THE only change occurring, to ih is tense is

99 99
pernftitatioH in J>.v. originally L*^ , which, is af
1 " "

'"x,-
3

fected by Rule XTIII. Sect. n.

71IST Ar.

.

A A x xA^'rt

THE second person singular feminine fs affected
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By 'Rule xxi. Sect. n. the remaining forms are

subjected to the permutations laid down in Rule

xviii. same Sect

PASsirs.

^ * 9 , ,*9 *9 ^ A * *9

x"

THE original form was ^j which agreeably

to Rule vn. Sect. n. hath been changed to ^

(ulif) ^

IMPERATIVE ACTIVE.

- A * * -'A

THE changes which have taken place in this

tense are conformable to Rale xxv. Sect. 11. The

same Rule applies to the passive.

PARTICIPLE ACTIVE.

' * ' ^ s K 9 s

THESE changes are conformable to those menti

oned in the Rule xviii. Sect. n.
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PAST PARTICIPLE*

x

THE form was originally &y* f
> which has un

dergone the permutations laid down in Rule

Sect. ii.

. ON the conjugation Jjuu-Jo; as

The -

preterite active undergoes no change, the

permutations of the preterite, aorist, imperative pas-

sive, and both participles are precisely analogous

to those of the foregoing example,

AND these to which the aorist and imperative

active are subjected are precisely analogous to the

same tenses in the- passive voice of the preceding

example.

9 * A x x^x A ** x

3d. ON the conjugation J*i.-J as ^CyJ/
to

take care. The inflections of the preterites are

precisely similar to those of the first, while the

changes of the remaining tenses are similar to

those of the second.

FIJVI3*



E R B A T A.

Line.

17 2 del. the ^
19 4 del. be.

2% 10 /0r also, read further.

30 12 for past;
read passive.

59 4 /or viz. the, read viz. of the.
1

63 8 for is, read be.

70 12 /or PAST, read PASSIVE*

9 * ^ 9 AX
78 14 /or cjal read *^.

82 1 /or PAST, read PASSIVE.
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